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DEPARTMENT OF FISH ~D GAME
MARI~E RESOURCES OPERATIONS
REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF JUNE 1966
CHASE V, the Navy and Advanced Research Projects Agency's underwater seismic
test with 1000 tons of explosives contained in a liberty ship hull, was deto-
nated 80 miles west of Fort Bragg on May 23 at 2248 PDT. The test was scheduled
for May 24 at 1300 at a site 65 miles west of Cape Mendocino. The early deto-
nation precluded direct observation by marine biologists and seismic wardens
aboard the patrol vessel ALBACORE. Fishlife were not observed during subsequent
scouting at the detonation site or during the outbound or inbound cruise tracks
between the site and Eurekae
Russian fishing vessels, after a month's absence, returned to the California
area in May. A mothership, a large stern trawler and two catcher boats,
appeared off central California but departed for northern waters.
During May, the Abalone Project, in cooperation with Region III personnel, con-
ducted an ecological survey of the Point Buchon area. Pacific Gas and Electric
Company is considering a nuclear power plant site in this area.
Northern California crab landings at Eureka and Crescent City reached 9,000,000
pounds--the highest landings since 1960-61.
The first of the new Fisheries Resources Sea Survey's echo-sounder cruise's
(66A5) was conducted June 8-28 off northern Baja California and southern
California. The ALASKA was very successful in locating northern anchovy con-
centrations in the area bounded by the northern Channel Islands, Santa Catalina
Island and San Clemente Island. Few schools were found either in southern
California inshore waters or off Mexico. These surveys show promise for future
assessment of fish stocks.
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American Society of Ichthyologists and Herpetologiqts Meeting
Miami Beach, Florida
19-25 June 1966
This was one of the most successful meetings the ASIH has held to date. More
than 350 people registered for the meeting and 125 papers were presented on
ichthyological subjects - 83 orally and 42 by title only. Because so many
papers were presented, several evening sessions were held, and on one after-
noon, fish papers were presented concurrently in two different rooms.
Fortunately, session chairmen did an excellent job of limiting speakers to
their allotted times, so no one was ficheated" because of a "long-winded"
predecessor.
Several of the fish papers had a bearing on California fishes or fisheries,
and while all were of interest, some were extremely so. John Fitch presented
an illustrated talk entitled "Ancient catastrophe reconstructed from fossil
fish otoliths." In his paleontoligical research, Fitch had found an abundance
of otoliths in some fresh-water deposits of Pliocene age in Kettleman Hills,
California. A small poundage of dirt from this locality yielded nearly
40,000 otoliths from osmerids, gobies, cottids, catostomids, and eentrarchids.
Based upon the species composition, the abundance of small otoliths, the pre-
ponderance of otoliths compared with other fish remains, and the physical
condition (appearance) of the otoliths, Fitch was able to reconstruct condi-
tions at the time the fauna was killed and the otoliths deposited in these
beds. Thus, he "proved" that the environment was a large but quite shallow
lake with deep areas off the northeast shore. During a severe, late-winter
(February or March) cold spell, the lake froze solidly, killing most of the
fishes and mollusks inhabiting it. When the lake thawed, gale-force winds
blew from a southeasterly direction and washed fishes, mollusks, sand, and
other debris to the northwest shore.
The techniques used by John Fitch in this investigation were unique in
paleoichthyological research, and between these and his reconstruction of
events as they transpired some 20 million years ago, the audience was properly
impressed (snowed). A great deal of favorable comment was received concern-
ing the presentation.
A paper had been scheduled on "Schooling behavior of jack mackerel, Trachurus
symmetricus" by John R. Hunter, BCF, La Jolla, but the author did not show
up so another paper was substituted.
James Morrow (University of Alaska) presented data whicp showed there is only
a single sailfish in world seas, and the correct name for the species is
rstiophorus gladius (Bloch). Thus,~. greyi (the previ.ously recognized name
of the Pacific sailfish) goes into synonymy. H. Goeffrey Mosher, BCF, La
Jolla, gave an excellent paper on the "Reproductive biology of California
rockfishes (Sebastodes)." He studies seasonal changes in the reproductive
systems of the rockfishes, and found that the female of most species gave
birth to two broods of larvae each year (season)~ The newborn larvae are
capable of swimming and feeding, and spend their first few months in the
upper mixed layer, transforming to juveniles at about 30 rom SL. George
Myers, Stanford University, presented a paper on the zoogeography of
anchovies in which he concluded that species diversity is greatest in shore
and estuarine waters of tropical America, whereas morphological diversity is
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greatest in similar waters of southeastern Asia and the continental
Indonesian islands.
Two papers concerned the three California species of Hypsoblennius
(adult size, determinate growth, longevity, behavior, etc.), one paper was
on the morphology and zoogeography of Hemilepidotus (Cottidae), and the
ecological role of coloration in Apodichthys flavidus was discussed by one
of the speakers.---Anonymous
Seventh Annual Meeting of thE Technica.l Sub-Committee of the
International Trawl Fishery Committee
Portland, Oregon
June 28-30, 1966
The technical sub-committee is com-p.cised of groundfish biologi3ts frc.m the
Fisheries Research Board of Canada and the fisheri2s departments of the states
of Washington, Oregon, and California. The functions of the sub-committee
are: i) To review proposed cf,anges in trawl regulations affecting fisheries
of common interest before they are implemented. ii) To review the effective-
ness of existing regulations. iii) To exchange information on the status of
fish stocks of mutual concern and coordinate wherever possible programs of
research. iv) To recommend the continuance and further development of
research programs in ordeT to provide a basis for future management of the
trawl fishery.
The group considered 15 agenda items, Lengthy discussions were gene~ated on
fishery status reports, data exchange procedures, petrale sole regulations,
joint projects, and international problems.
The coastal trawl catch in 1965 was 165 million pounds compared to 136 million
in 1965. Increases in catch occurred in all areas with Canadian fishermen
enjoying a record season. Procedures for data exchange have been highly
developed during the group's seven-year existence. The PMFC data series has
provided another timely vehicle for data exchange.
The matter of regulation of petrale sole fished by Canadian and American
fishermen was thoroughly discussed as it has been at previous meetings. No
change is recommended in the winter clos~re until an appraisal of the effects
of the regulation is made following the 1966-67 winter season. California
at that time will present an evalua~ion of its petrale fishery which has
operated without a closed season.
The sub-committee has expressed concern over fOl:eign fishing as far back as
1961 and reiterates its recommendations to the parent committee that all
steps be taken to obtain statistics 011 this catch which if,> estimated to be
equal or greater than that of west: c:oast trawlers. Without reliable data
regarding the catch, meaningful assessments of the states of these COU~Qn
fisheries cannot be made. Another recomrnendaLivn which '..as reaffirm~d was
for accelerated tra',Jl rese3:cch along j-he coast to p10vide ear):y assc::ssmentfi
of fish stocks involved.
The 1966 meeting is schedult2d fo!: Nanaimo, Brit: ish Columbia, The Califo:rnia
member will be sub-·comriJ.ittee chairman in 1966,·--··-Tom Jowo
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1. BOTTOMFISH - May
A. Fishery
Flatfish: Periods of inclement weather affecteq fishing activity.
At Eureka and Fort Bragg, Dover sole wa9 the leading spec~es. The
central California fleet landed good catches of petrale, Dover> and
English solee
The demand for bottomfish exceeded landings. Good market conditions
are expected to persist throughout the summer as northern California
dealers will continue to buy trawl-caught fish at 1965 fall prices.
Russian fishing vessels returned to the California scene after a
month's absence. A mothership with mechanical problems) along with a
large stern trawler and two smaller catcher boats, appeared off San
Francisco. Although the mothership had received permission to enter
territorial waters for repairs, the entire contingent sailed over the
northern horizon.
Rockfish: Landings were light at northern ports where small catches
of Pacific Ocean perch, black, widow, and canary rockfi.sh comp1emen~ed
moderate catches of shortspine channel rockfish. Good catch~s of
chi1ipepper and bocaccio were landed in central California.
B. Research
Flatfish: Sampling for age and size composition of Dover, English,
and petrale sole continued at major ports~ Summaries of 1965 sampling
data were prepared for exchange with International Trawl Technical
Sub-Committee agencies~
Revision of manuscripts on English sole age and tagging studies con~
tinued. Petrale sole data and trawl sample box data were compiled.
Three tagged petrale released in 1964 off central California were
recaptured, two in the area of tagging, and the third off Washington,
Two Dover sale released off Eureka in 1962 were recovered, br~nging
total recaptures to 809 (34 percent) of 2,396 tagged.
The program is behind schedule due to special assignments~
Rockfish: Taxonomic studies were continued on several species 9
Project is on schedule.
BOTTOMFISH - June
A. Fishery
Flatfish: In the Eureka area, improved weather conditions afforded
local trawlers continuous fishing success throughout the month~ Dover
sole continued to dominate catches; good catches of English and rex
soles were also reported. Petrale sole landings, however, remain poor,
Dover and English sole were the dominant species landed in the San
Francisco area 9 while petrale and Dover sole domirlate.d the
landings in the Morro Bay~Avila a~rea and English. a.nd petrale were
predominant in the Santa Barbara and Monterey areaso
Rockfish: Moderate amounts of shortspine channel rockfish were
landed in the Eureka area along with lesser catches of widow and
canary rockfish"
Rockfish landings in the San Francisco, Monterey, and Santa Barbara
areas were moderate with bocaccio and chi1ipepper the predominant
species&
The Morro Bay and Avila areas reported good landings of rockfish,
mainly bocaccio and chilipeppere
B. Research
Flatfish: lYlarket sampling for Dover, petrale, and English sole was
accomplished at all portsa
Compilations were made of market samples obtained in 1965.
Trawler logs were collected, coded, and sent to Terminal Island for
processing~
An Oregon tagged Dover sole was recovered from the Trinidad area as
was a tagged Pacific halibuto
Revisions on the Monterey Bay English sole manuscript continued"
A California tagged petrale sole was recovered from Cape Flattery off
Washington 0>
2. SHELLFISH - May
A. Fishery
Abalone: Average landings of red abalones by Morro Bay fishermen have
declined nDticeablyo Experienced fishermen who are willing to work
are still averaging betweeri 15 and 20 dozen per day It Market prices
range between $13 and $15 per dozen for reds which are yielding a high
quality of meato
Good catches of pinks have been reported from. Santa Barbara and San
Clemente Islands and Cortez Bank~ One fisherman at Cortez Bank report-
edly landed 700 dozen in one week and was averaging 500 dozen per week.
This same fisherman developed a case of the "bends lV and spent
considerable time in a decompression chamber. Pink abalones are yielding
close to 5 pounds of meat per dozen and are bringing about $1.30 per
pound to fishermen 0
Crab: Total landings for Eureka, Trinidad and Crescent City, through
May 15, were 8~8 million pounds~ Most Crescent City fishermen have
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quit fishing, but about 15 boats continue to fish out of Eurek~.
Crab landings in the San Francisco area totaled only 413,564 pounds
through February. Very little fishing activity has taken place since
then. The previous low for a season was 710,350 pounds in 1961-1962.
Oysters: Production has declined in all bays with the warmer weather,
The demand is down and, in some bays, the oysters are starting to spa~~.
An oyster company's report of survival of Canadian seed planted in
Humboldt Bay indicates that the seed is surviving well enough to
produce a good crop.
Shrimp: In Area A (CrescenL City - Eureka), eight boats landed 91,186
pounds during the first week of the season. On May 8 the Ethel G.
capsized and sank west of Crescent City; all three crew members were
saved. Strong north\-Jesterly winds kept the fleet in from Hay 9 through
May 14. On May 15 the fishenneu decided to strike for a one-cent in-
crease in the price, asking 11 cents per pound. Weather conditions im-
proved by the end of the month, but the fishermen are still on strike.
No landings have been made in Areas B-1, B-2, and C. Three vessels
have made a total of 16 exploratory tows in Area B-2 (Bodega Bay) but
did not find shrimp in commercial quantity. No effort has been report-
ed from areas B-1 and C.
B. Research
Abalone: Red abalones continue to exhibit good, regular, shell growth
at Morro Bay where environmental conditions appear optimal. Dense
stands of juvenile bulb kelp, Nereocystis luetkeana, are developing.
Most plants average 5 to 6 feet high, but a few are touching the surface
from 30-foot depths off the Cambria area. Bulb kelp is an annual plant,
very important nutritionally to abalones of central and northern
California.
Three days were spent surveying abalone populations and the general
environment between Point Buchon and Point San Luis (near Avila). The
Pacific Gas and Electric Co. is considering a nuclear power plant site
in this area. Sixteen diving stations and two intertidal, each
measuring 15 by 100 feet, were occupied. Fair to good red abalone
concentrations existed, averaging close to six per station near the
proposed plant site to about 20 per station at the survey extremes.
Algae were common to abundant, but equally so was the giant red urchin,
Strongylocentrotus franciscanus,a hearty algal grazer that competes
directly with abalones for food. A report was prepared and submitted
to Department headquarters.
Project is on schedule.
Crab; The crab project at Menlo Park is behind schedule because of
vacant MB II Project Leader position. The port sampler continued to
collect catch-per-unit-of-effort data at Crescent City. Only six
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interviews were .;)9tained in Eureka due to lack of personneL One
suture-tagged crab fyom the November, 1964, tagging was recovered;
the crab was tagged w·~st of the Humboldt Bay entrance and recovered
near Crescent City" OUT trawling operations were resumed, but the
results, as far as crabs we~ce concerned, were disappointing, Only 13
market crabs were captured, but our catch of juvenile flatfish on two
of the tows exceed 100 pounds each tow.
Oysters and Clams: Survival and growth determinations were made on
Pacific and eastern oysters suspended in trays off the Redwood City
dock. The seed was placed in the trays in 1962. Growth and
survival were good for both species, but the Eastern oysters had the
better survival--80 percent. Survival was 70 percent for the Pacifies.
The volume of meats were determined for each species--224 per gallon
for the eastern and 120 per gallon for the Pacific oysters. Oysters
can be grown at Redwood City and other parts of San Francisco Bay in
heavily polluted waters but cannot be marketed unless they are trans-
ferred to clean waters in other bays for depuration.
Project is on schedule.
Shrimp: The computer estimates of the Area A preseason survey have
been analyzed wi.th the following results:
Estimated Population (pounds): 5,100,000
Year Class Composition:
Year Class Percent by Number
I (1965) 47.5
II (1964) 49.8
III (1963) 2.7
Annual Mortality Rates (October 1965-April 1966):
1964 Year Class
1963 Year Class
Average count-per-pound:
52 percent
88 percent
147
Approximately 72 percent of the population was located 12 miles or
less from shore.
Five shrimp samples were obtained during the first week of the season
at Eureka, the average count per pound was 112. The following estimates
were made of the species composition of the fish landed by Eureka shrimp
fishermen:
Species
Petrale sole
Pacific sanddab
English sole
Canary rockfish
Yellowtail rockfish
Project is on schedule.
Percent by Weight
26.0
4.0
9,0
9.0
52.0
100,0
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SHELLFISH .- June
A. Fishery
Abalone: Moderate to strong westerly winds prevailed through most of
June in the central California area, restricting commercial activities r
The few fishermen who did brave the weather reported limited catches
of 3 to 6 dozen red abalone for a day's efforto
The market price remained steady at $13 to $15 per dozen for red abalone.
Crab: LaIldings in the San Francisco area have amounted to virtually
nothing since the first of the year~ The season closes June 30 in this
area~
In northern California, a total of 27 boats were still fishing as of
June 16, five from Crescent City, five from Trinidad, and 16 from
Eureka. Northern California landings have exceeded 9,000,000 pounds~
These are the highest landings since the 1960-61 season when 9,626,000
pounds were landed.
Oysters: Two truckloads of Eastern oysters, totaling 1050 bushels,
were inspected for pests by W. A. Dahlstrom at Stony Creek, Connecticut,
The oysters reached California during the middle of June and were
planted on Tomales Bay Oyster Company tidelands.
At Eureka, Coast Oyster Company has been harvesting 1963 year class
oysters from their Bird Island bed and 1964 year class oysters from
their Mad River bed~ They will cease production this week until late
September because of 1964 flood damage and summer market conditions.
The bat ray population in north bay remains low, only 11 have been
caught in the company traps this year.
Shrimp: The strike which began on May 14 in Area A was settled
during the last week of May. Fishermen are now receiving 10-1/2 cents
per pound 0 Fishing has improved steadily during the month, catch per
hour ranged from 304 pounds per hour during the week of May 29-June 4,
to 503 pounds per hour during the week of June 12-18. At present, there
are 10 vessels fishing from Eureka and Crescent City, and two boats
making occasional trips into California from Brookings. Landings through
June 23 amounted to 533,846 pounds. On June 23, the Fish and Game
Commission, at the Department's request, increased the 1966 Area A
quota from 1,000,000 pounds to 1,250,000 pounds.
In Areas B~2 (Bodega Bay) and Areas C (Morro Bay) fishermen have been
unable to locate shrimp in commercial quantity and only a few hundred
pounds of shrimp have been landed. No effort has been reported from
Area B-1 (Fort Bragg).
One vessel landed about 6,000 pounds of ridge-back prawns in nine days
at Santa Barbarae This is a new fishery and appears to have stimulated
some interest among the other fishermen because new permits are being
processed through the Terminal Island officeo
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B. Research
Abalone: The majori of effort was expended sampling the red
abalone, HaliotisrufesC211.S ~ population in the Point Estero~Cambria
area~ A cruise report was prepared describing the situation there.
A sample of both dark and white meat of red abalones were collected
and sent to the Food Technology Laboratory at Terminal Island. Hope-
fully, their analyses will indicate the causative factors of red
abalone meat discoloration~
Crab: No sampling was attempted at Eureka because of the vacant
Aquatic Biologist I positione Only a few catch per-unit-of-effort
interviews and crab condition samples were taken at Crescent City due
to the limited number of boats remaining in the fishery'.' One suture-
tagged crab was recovered south of Crescent CitYo The crab originally
was tagged and released near the Humboldt whistle buoy and had grown
from 155 rom to 181 mm, s'houlderwidth.'
Oyster and Clams: At Eureka, a cooperative preliminary underwater
survey was attempted off Samoa using the Region I Wildlife Protection
patrol boat, Rainbow 0 Department SCUBA divers, Gotshall and Christie,
made two dives, both were aborted because of poor visibility. It is
hoped that future surveys will yield information on species composi-
tion and relative abundance of subtidal clam populations. The survey
party included the two divers, the Rainbow's crew, Ken Brown and
Charles Monroe, and Captain Walt Gray.
Shrimp: In Area A, a total of eight shrimp samples were obtained from
Eureka boats and 36 from Crescent City boats. Counts per pound
ranged from 88 to 115 with a mean of 102 in Eureka and from 95 to 143
with a mean of 112 in Crescent CitYe The Crescent City and Eureka
year class composition was:
Crescent City
Eureka
'Year Class
1963
1964
1965
1963
1964
1965
Percent by Number
2.2
78.3
19.5
Approximately 180 hake stomachs were examined; these stomachs con-
tained an average of 1~2 shrimp per stomach. The 1964 year class was
dominant in the stomachs~ contributing about 69 percent of the total.
The first 1966 year class shrimp appeared in stomachs collected on
June 27.
The Shellfish prograrn is behind schedule because of a vacant Biologist
II position in crab at Menlo Par'k and a vacant Port Sampler position
at Crescent City.
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3. PESTICIDE MONITORING (B8CoFo Contract) - May
In January, 1966~ a pesticide monitoring program was initiated for
purposes of determ.iuing presence of chlorinated hydrocarbon residues
in shellfish of northern and central California estuaries. This
program is being conducted by contract with the United States Bureau
of Commercial FisheriesQ Sampling stations have been established in
Humboldt, Tomales, San Francisco, and Morro Bays, Drakes Estero, and
Elkhorn Slough~ Oysters collected at each station are analyzed for
pesticide residues at the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Laboratory
at Gulf Breeze, Florida~
Analysis of samples collected through March, 1966, show that signifi-
cant quantities of pesticide residues are found in three California
estuarine environments. These are San Francisco Bay, Elkhorn Slough,
and Morro Bay" Elkhorrl Slough samples were found to contain a high
of 290 parts per billion DDT in February. In San Francisco Bay,
samples contained 79 parts per billion DDD in February. Sa~ples
collected in January in ~1orro Bay were found to contain 83 parts per
billion DDE~ Samples from Humboldt and Tomales Bays and Drakes
Estero have been found to contain very small amounts of pesticide
residues.
Growth and condition studies of oysters are conducted concurrently
with the pesticide residue analysis to give additional information on
the possible relationships between these factors and pesticide
concentrations. Data on the physical conditions of the environment,
such as pH, tempera.ture, and salinity, are made from water samples
taken each month at the stations monitored~ Possible correlations mqY
exist between these physical factors and pesticide concentrations in
oysters.
A pesticide residue-clearing experiment was initiated with both Pacific
and Eastern oysters previously held in the Department of Fish and Game
experimental trays in Redwood City Slough, San Francisco Bay. A
sample of these oysters was taken for analysise The remainder was
taken to Tomales Bay to be held in trays for subsequent sampling at
three and six-month intervals to determine the time required for
reduction or removal of pesticide residues in oyster tissue.
PESTICIDE MONITORING (B9C~F8 Contract) - June
Pesticide monitoring continued o'n schedule in June. Samples collected
were prepared for s11ipment and sent to the Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries, Gulf Breeze, Florida, for analysis.
Summer mortality has begun on the sampling stations in Humboldt Bay.
If the mortality continues at its present rate, it will be necessary
to transfer additional oysters to the stations.
Wet weight and dry weight meat percentages were taken on 10 oysters
collected from each station. From their data, condition factors will
be determined.
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Temperature, salinity, ~~d pH data continu2 to be recorded monthly.
The April analysis report shows dieldrin appearing at five stations,
including Morro :Ba.y, Only t",O stations 9 CfJ.e in San Francisco Bay and
one in Elkhorn Slough, were previously contaminated with their pesticide.
In Elkhorn Slough, the concentration of DDT has increased sharply from
a low of 11 ppb in March to 96 ppb in April.
4. SHELLFISH LABORATORY OPE~\TIONS (Bartlett Project M64Rl) - May
In recent years, biologists have made significant advances in marine
culture enabling them to rear larval fish and shellfish on a reliable
basis. This makes possible studies of embryological development and
larval stages of important TIlarine fish and shellfish to fill gaps in
basic biological knowledge. The many larval stages and their distribu-
tion in California waters cannot be determined until specific charact-
eristics have be.:n determined. The relationship of eggs and larvae
to changes in the environment and reasons for success or failure of
year classes must be understood to provide bases for sound management
programs. This basic work can be done properly only in a well-equipped
laboratory facility.
The Department of Fiah and Game is proposing the establishment of a
marine culture laboratory under the Bartlett Bill, P.L. 88-309. Some
advances have been made in California without sophisticated marine
laboratory facilitie3. Abalone, shrimp, crabs, pismo clams, and early
life histo~ies of a number of marine fish have been investigated.
The marine culture laboratory would provide opportunity for more
detailed and controlled studies of early development and factors affect-
ing survival of principa.l marine animals.
The establishment of this culttlre laboratory will lead to development
of techniques of production of shellfish for bay and ocean culture.
For example, controlled production of Pismo clams offers promise of
enhancing natural production of "seed" for beaches that never receive
good natural sets, Commer-cial "farms" could be set up to place
selected species harvest on a stable basis and relieve pressures on
natural supplies.
The full scope of the proposed Marine Culture Laboratory includes
provision for scientific inquiry, and experiments to improve
culture techniques for application to enhance and more fully utilize
our natural resources in the available environment. This includes
recreational, as well as co~~ercial, interests 0
The first phase of the Shellfish pevelopment Study is the selection of
a suitable site for the Marine Laboratory. The coast from Bodega Bay
to below Carmel has been scouted. Many problems have been encountered.
The land cost is high, especially for the most desirable locations
located near both urban areas and a large educational institution where
a supply of suitable seawater would be available. Furthermore, landown-
ers do not want to sell a small parcel. The search continues.
SHELLFISH LABO~~TORY OPERATIONS (Bartlett Project M64Rl) - June
An evaluation of Marine Culture Laboratory sites was prepared. The
survey covered central California from Bodega Bay to Carmel Highlands.
Five sites were selected for evaluation: Bodega Head, adjacent to the
University of California Biological Laboratory; Santa Cruz, at Natural
Bridges State Park; two sites on Cannery Row in Monterey; and one in
Carmel Highlands below Yankee Pointo
Preparations were completed for a three-month training period at the
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Laboratories at Milford, Connecticut,
and Oxford, Maryland. This training period will commence July 1.
A tour of the coast from Monterey to the Russian River was made with
the Army Corps of Engineers. This tour pointed out features of the
coast and future projects that were useful in evaluating laboratory
sitesg Beach erosion and sand transport were stressed on this tour.
5, OYSTER DISEASE AND MORTALITY STUDY (B.C.F. Contract) - May
The objective of the Oyster Disease and Mortality Study is to determine
pathological conditions and their causative factors to mortalities of
oysterso
There has been an increasing frequency of reports of oyster mortalities
in areas on the Pacific coaste If these mortalities follow the pattern
of the extremely disastrous mortalities which have occurred recently
in Delaware and Chesapeake Bays, it is not unreasonable to assume that
the mortalities on the Pacific coast will increase in both area and
magnitude~ By beginning pathological studies in California before th~
situation becomes critical, it is hoped that enough knowledge of the
patterns of mortalities can be obtained to formulate treatments or
changes in oystering techniques which would minimize the effects of
pathogenic organisms 0
Secondarily, future importations of shellfish will be examined micro-
scopically_in an attempt to discover pathogenic organisms so that
transplants of infected stocks of shellfish will not be allowed in
California's marine waterse Thus, potential epizootics might be
prevented.
Preliminary surveys have been made in Morro, Tomales, and Humboldt
Bays, Drakes Estero, and Elkhorn Slough; and locations for experimental
stations have been selectede Oysters will be held in special baskets
in areas where there is a history of mortality problems.
The staff of the Oyster Pathology section is obtaining special field
and laboratory equipment to be used in measuring the major environmental
parameters and to conduct histological study of shellfish tissue.
Samples of diseased or distressed oysters have been taken from some of
the proposed study areas and have been fixed for processing and subse-
quent histological examination~ A few apparently normal oysters were
also sampled for comparison.
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It is expected that this program will be in full operation in July~
OYSTER DISEASE AND MORTALITy STUDY (BoCeFo Contract) - June
The staff of the Oyster Pathology section spent two weeks in Norfolk,
Virginia, and Oxford, Maryland, consulting with other scientists in
the shellfish pathology field and obtaining specialized training at
the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Laboratory at Oxford. While at
Oxford, time was spent both in the field observing methods of investi-
gation and handling experimental populations of oysters and in the
laboratory examining histological preparations of oyster tissue
infected with various pathogens and parasites. Fresh material was
examined for the presence of the spores of haplosporidians. Techniques
for preparing histological preparations were observede Studies were
made of biochemical, serological, bacteriological, and biological
approaches to research in pathology and other problems.
Late in the month, an experimental station was established in Humboldt
Bay in the Mad River Channele Eight reinforced expanded wire baskets
(40" x 24" x 7"), covered with rubberized coating, were attached to a
redwood rack located on the Coast Oyster Company's oyster seed beds.
Pacific oysters (1965 and 1966 seed) were placed in these baskets for
collection at regular intervals for pathological studies to monitor
expected summer mortalities.
The program is on schedule.
6. PELAGIC FISH
A. Fishery
Landings in tons June January 1 - June 30
10 yr. mean
Species 1966'w~ 1965 1966* 1965 1955-1964
Anchovy 175 374 17543 962 5927
Mackerel, jack 4000 6158 13066 12001 14717
Mackerel, Pacific 100 203 631 343 5964
Sardines 45 150 154 543 1709
Squid 1300 1385 5639 4382 3665
Total 5620 8270 37033 18231 31982
*Estimatedo Accumulated landings are revised monthly.
B. Anchovy
Fishery
A few tons were taken for fresh fish and dead bait. Final landings for
the reduction season NOVe 22, 1965 - April 30, 1966 were:
Zone Quota, tons Catch, tons
I Conception-Hueneme 10,000 1,635
II Hueneme-Dana Point 10,000 12,485
III Dana Point-Mexico 10,000 973
IV So. Calif. offshore 35,000 1,446
V Northern California 10,000 375
Total 75,000 16,914
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Live Bait
Live bait handlers from San Diego north to San Francisco were contact-
ed during the monthe San Diego operators reported a lack of'bait in
the desirable size range and consequently have recently started getting
their bait in the Long Beach-Los Angeles Harbor area. This same
condition also applies to Santa Monica Bay. Anchovies near San Diego
have been either too small or too big to be desirable. '
Baiting problems reported in Monterey Bay may be due to a lack of
fishing effort.
The live bait operators in San Francisco Bay is expanding into a frozen
bait operators by installing a freezing plant.
A new 60 foot bait fishing vessel has been added to the San Diego
fleet. This boat is probably the most modern, well equipped bait
boat in California.
c. Research
Catch Effort Studies: Data for the reduction season ending April 30
has been coded, edited, and submitted to biostatistics. The tabulated
data reports have been processed and returned. Analysis is well under
way.
Tagging: About 32,000 anchovies have been tagged since March 14 as
follows: 7,000 Port Hueneme; 14,000 Santa Catalina Channel; 1,500
west of Santa Catalina Island; 1,400 near San Clemente Island; 4,000
near San Diego and 4,000 near Ensenada, Baja California. A total of
153 have been returned. One of these tags was recovered at one of the
Ensenada reduction plants. Data are sketchy but it appears the tagged
fish moved north 30 to 60 miles before capture.
D. Mackerel and Sardines
Fishery
The southern California jack mackerel fishery continued at a good pac~
with approximately 4000 tons landed. This is about 700 tons less
than the May landings but still considerably better than the 10-year-
mean monthly value of 2564 tons. Accumulated monthly landings for
1966 are still below the mean for the years 1955-1964.
Pacific mackerel and sardine fishing continues to be poor with the
accumulated monthly landings for 1966 far below the 10-year-mean.
Approximately 95 percent of the jack mackerel catch was made at Cortes
and Tanner Banks where fishing was good during most of the month
except for brief periods of rough weather. Sardine and Pacific
mackerel were taken in small quantities from the Horseshoe Kelp area
and Cortes Bank.
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Fishermen are recelvlng $70 per ton for mackerel~ There were no
limits placed OIl vessels e}<:;:cept. for one processor who placed a 60
ton limit on vessels during the middle of the montho This did not
materially affect the amount af fish landed~
In central California about two tons of large sardines were found
mixed with a catch of jack mackerel caught June 7 in Monterey Bay. On
June 15 several hundred pounds of 12-13 ineh sardines were caught in
gill nets set off Seaside.
Research
Age and length sampling of jack mackerel catches indicates two-thirds
of the tonnage and consisted of small fish 15-22.5 em in length. These
fish are approximately I-year old. Many were so small that canners
were reluctant to accept them. The remaining third of the landings,
taken during the last part of the month, were larger fish between 22.5
and 27.5 cm and approximately 2 years of age.
Sardines sampled at the canneries and markets continue to consist of
large fish betwee'n 220 and 260 mm in"length. Most of these are old
fish 4 years of age and Upa The absence of younger fish in the
catches, the very poor signs reported by commercial fishermen, and
the almost complete absence of sardines at sea survey stations all
point to the continued low level of our sardine population and the
poor chances of good catches during the next few years.
We are drawing up a tentative plan for better monitoring of "wet fish"
fishing effort. This will give us day to day information on the fish-
lng effort or lack of it for almost every boat in the local pelagic
fish and tuna fleet8 We plan on working with the tuna and anchovy
projects in this endeavor 0
E. Squid
Monterey Bay lampara net fishermen were able to provide the markets and
canneries with daily requirements of market squid, Loligo opalescens.
Freezers and fresh fish markets pay fishermen $90 a ton, while canners
obtain the surplus for $32~50 a ton. Landings at the canneries totaled
1300 tons.
F. Fisheries Resources Sea Survey (Bartlett M63R)
The first cruise (66A5) using echo sounding as the principle survey
technique was made during June 0 It was conducted by running over a
pre-selected pattern of lines using our Precision Depth Recorder to
locate schools and by capturing samples for identification and
biological studies using our 30-foot midwater trawl. These techniques
are being developed and will become standard operating procedure on
future surveys.
The survey covered the area from Cape Colnett, - Baja California, to
Point Conceptiono Anchovies were principally concentrated in an
offshore area bounded by the Channel Islands on the north and by Santa
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Catalina and San Clemente Islands on the 8outh~ Few fish were found
in Mexico or in the inshore areas of southern California.
Data reports numbers 7 and 8~ covering 1956 combined with 1957, and
1958, respectivelY9 were received from the printer and mailed out
during June 0 Work was completed on Data Reports Numbers 9 and 10
(for 1959 and 1960); they will·be sent to the printer shortly.
7. TUNA
A. Albacore
Fishery
Several commercial vessels were reported albacore fishing during the
last week in the month--two fished Erben Bank, two operated near the
Guadalupe Island-Showboat area, and two worked outside the Dumping
Ground and Cortes Banko All found fairly rough seas. The only albacore
was caught in 62°F, water 120 miles southwest (magnetic) of San
Nicolas Island. This 20-pounder was landed by Mro Zermatten, skipper
of the vessel LUMINA~
Research
The No Bo SCOFIELD docked June 24, after a month-long albacore cruise~
She traveled more than 3,000 miles (mostly in rough seas) while
engaged in surveying an area located between the latitude of Guadalupe
Island and Monterey and extending 1,000 miles offshore. The first
albacore were caught June 10, about 800 miles westward from" San Diego.
During this preseason cruise, about 100 albacore were hooked, 47 were
landed, and 21 tagged and released alive.
Catch Statistics Albacore Cruise (66-S-3)
Date Albacore Weight Location Sea Temp,
i
June 10 2 12-13 lbs. 3l o 54'N; l33°39'W 63.8°F
June 12 10 6-8 " 32°00'N; 132°30'W 65.1-,65.3
June 13 33 6-14 " 30 0 00'N; l32°00'W 64.8-65,5
June 14 2 6-7 " 30 0 54 vN; l3l o l2'W 64,8
The annual albacore newsletter was written and mailed June 1 to over 800
sport and commercial fishing enthusiasts.
"Albacore fever" is running rampant again this season. The entire tuna
staff spent about 30 percent of its time this month answering telephone
calls and talking to visitors about the coming albacore migration.
B, Bluefin Tuna
Fishery
The purse seiners DEFENSE and the PORTUGUESA caught the first bluefin
of the 1966 season on May 30~ while operating 20 to 25 miles south of
Pt. Tosco, Baja Californiaa This area produced heavily during the month,
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with most of the fish ranging between 15 and 30 pounds, The first
commercial catch in "1,.:;c,&I" 'tla.te:rcs occurred June 16, at the east end
of San Clemente Isl51;}d; -3i"':'ce then seiners have ne'::ted bluefin near
the La Jolla kelp beds" The local fish were smaller, ranging
primarily between 10 and 18 pounds 0
To date, more than 3,000 tons of bluefin have been landed in California
and approximately 1,000 tons are aboard vessels at sea. At this time
last year, only 560 tons had been caught.
Cannery prices for bluefin opened at $315 per ton for the first 25 tons
and then dropped to $300; at last report $290 was the going price.
On June 23, local anglers caught 2 bluefin weighing 13 and 14 pounds.
One hit the lure offered by a lucky angler 500 yards off Rocky Point
(near Palos Verdes, California) and the other tuna was caught in
Santa Monica Bay by a sportfisherman aboard the Redondo Beach fishing
barge. Since then, a few individuals have been taken at Santa Catalina
Island, off La Jolla, and at the Coronado Islands. This is the first
time since 1957 that numbers of bluefin have appeared close to the
mainland.
Research
A bluefin tuna and marlin tagging trip was made aboard the DORSAL, in
cooperation with the Mission Bay Research Foundation. On June 3 and
4, John Seapin tagged 237 bluefin tuna near Magdalena Bay, Baja
California, Information obtained from these tagged fish may shed light
on coastal migration patterns. To date, 10 of these tagged fish have
b~en recaptured by purse seiners.
Statistics of Recaptured Bluefin Tuna
Bluefin Tuna
1
2
6
1
Days at liberty
3
4
8-10
No data
Miles traveled (minimum)
13
17-18
31-55
General
Direction
i
SE
N
NW
Five striped marlin and 10 sailfish also were tagged off southern Baja
California during this cruise; one striped marlin has been recovered.
Preliminary reading and evaluation of bluefin tuna scale samples taken
last year were completed,
Schedule
The tuna program has been set back approximately 3 man-years during
the past 12-18 monthso This loss in research progress was caused by
a number of factors, many of which are listed below:
Staff vacancies
Special planning assignments
SCUBA diving seminars
Extra man assigned to albacore cruises
Salary committee assignments
Staff work analysis assignment
Assignment of seasonal aid ti~~
to library
Driver training
Extra PMFC reports
Jury Duty
Educational leave
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8. SPORTFISH
A. Partyboat
Research
Several tagged sand bass were recovered. Growth and migration data
obtained from these fish contained nothing new, but served to support
previous findings. Age determination of California halibut was
resumed as the work load permitted.
Fishery
The HOLIDAY, a Monterey based partyboat, reported landing a 25-pound
giant sea basso On the other hand~ the Paradise Cove GENTLEMAN reported
a vigorous tussle with a 5-inch Pismo clam, in which the angler was the
victor.
The 1966 partyboat catch of key species accumulated through May compares
with the previous three years as follows:
Through May (nearest 100)
1966 1965 1964 1963
Rockfish 656,900 480,800 315,600 322,300
Kelp, sand bass 226,900 266,300 173,800 223,600
Barracuda 203,500 146,800 87,600 107,900
Bonito 51,800 68,000 141,200 122,900
Halibut 39,900 35,600 47,700 44,900
Salmon 35,700 26,500 21,700 24,500
Yellowtail 19,500 2,000 5,400 11,300
Striped bass 2,300 1,100 5,300 3,500
B. Environmental and Behavioral Studies of Coastal Sport Fishes (DJF22R)
Considerable time was expended preparing project budgets, and work
plans, and in outlining budgets and work plans for future diving
studies 0
We obtained a pier piling for the Los Angeles County museum that will
form the focal poin.t of one of their new marine dioramas.
Survey dives were made along the Palos Verdes Peninsula (to study fish
behavior) and on the Hermosa Beach WoC.B. artificial reef (to inspect
the artificial kelp, "planted" last month) 0 The plastic kelp was
heavily weighted down by hydroids (Obelia dichotoma), ectoprocts
(Membranipora membranaceae and Tubulipora pacifica), cone snails
(Conus californiclis) who were depositing their egg capsules on its
surface and nudibranchs (Hermissenda crassicornis) who grazed upon the
hydroidso These 8- to 16-foot strips were unable to float more than
2 feet off the bottom, although originally they floated 4 to 8 feet
above the substrate. Current conditions were mild; about the same
during this dive and on the "planting" day. If this artificial algae
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is to be of lasting benefit in the oceans, a more buoyant ma~erial
will be necessary" Despite the low relief offered by the plastic
strips, kelp bass, sand bass and numerous embiotocid perches oriented
to the material.
As time permitted we continued to identify specimens collected during
our contract study off the mouth of the San Gabriel River.
At month's end we conducted a cooperative survey around San Clemente
Island with personnel from the abalone project, Earl Ebert and Glen
Bickford. We recorded the distribution and abundance of lobsters and
abalones; recorded water temperatures at various depths; replaced our
30-day recording thermograph; and made general observations of the
biotic assemblages presento
On June 16, Turner, with Warden Bryarly, observed a routine heat treat-
ment at the Scattergood Steam Generating Plant, El Segundo-Santa Monica
Bay. The hot water, injected into the plant's intake system to
remove fouling organisms in the pipes, killed about one-half barrel of
fishes including some two dozen kelp bass. A similar treatment at a
plant one-half mile away (on June 12) killed several hundred kelp bass.
In both cases, most bass were mature fish approaching spawning condition~
This presumably accounts for their schooling in these shallow sandy
areas. Kelp bass concentrations were previously noted during heat
treatments at these plants in 1963 (June 15 and 27).
c! Southern California Marine Sportfish Survey CDJ F20R)
Activities in June included:
1) Revision of pier and jetty survey manuscript,
2) Budgeting, Plans, Specifications and Estimates for work in the
1967/68 fiscal year.
3) Submission of Job Completion reports for the 1965/66 fiscal year.
4) Tabulation of data from the shoreline creel census.
Results of the shoreline creel census revealed an estimated 1,646,277
man hours of fishing for the period April 1965 through March 1966.
This effort was about equally split between the bays and outer coast.
White croaker took top honors in catch; followed in order by barred
surfperch, queenfish, opaleye, and black perch. The white croaker
and queenfish were caught almost exclusively in the bays, while barred
surfperch and opaleye catches originated primarily on the outer coast.
Black perch catches, however, revealed more ubiquitous distributions.
In the coastal, bay and overall catch breakdowns, they ranked 4th, 5th,
and 6th respectively.
Project is on schedule,
D. Northern California Marine Sportfish Survey (DJ F12R-8) - May
Routine unit sampling of all sportfishing methods continued throughout
the month. Airplane censuses of shore fishermen were made on May 6
and 7 from the Russian River to Yankee Point, and Carmel; and aerial
counters of sea otters were made in the Monterey-Carmel areas.
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A sport skindiving meet was attended on May 15 at Albion Flats.
Reports of the meet along with a letter requesting that all divers
keep diving activity logs for use in our su~vey were sent to all Cen-
Cal Council member clubs~ We are initially sending out 4,000 logs
for use by the diving clubsn
Northern California Marine Sportfish Survey (DJF12R-8)_ - June
Routine unit sampling of ocean sport fishermen was continued throughout
the month~ Striped bass runs started this month in the area from the
Golden Gate to Martin's Beache Because of the nature of this fishery,
shore sampling methods will be adjusted to adequately measure large
numbers of rapidly moving anglers 0
A skindiving meet was sampled at Fonshell Beach, Pacific Grove, on June
26.
Airplane flights were made on June 24 and 25 from the Russian River to
Point Lobos.
9. SPECIAL PROJECTS
A. Southern California
A sea otter aerial census was made on the central California coast on
July 8. Five hundred and ninety-one otters were counted, compared to
about 500 last yeare The higher count is attributed to the use of a
Cessna 182 instead of the Beechcraft. Considerably slower speeds are
possible with the Cessna plus better visibilitye
All four days scheduled for red tide research were devoted to that
projecto
Warden training took part of one day.
Most of the month was spent on the trawl study paper. A number of
graphs were completed and a number of revisions were made.
Project is on scheduleo
B. Northern California
All stations of the San Francisco Bay Study were sampled from the
NAUTILUS. The project leader was on vacation for half the month.
10. BIOSTATISTICS
A. Data Processing
Regular Reports:
The April statistical reports of landings and shipments were completeq.
The May cannery and processor reports were completed and the letter
summarizing the tuna case pack was mailed.
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The April and May marine partyboat catch reports were completed and
the letters summarizing the data were mailed.
Special Reports:
Annual 1965 kelp reports were completed.
The 1965/66 "anchovy log data" reports were completed for Jim Messersmith,
B1uefin length frequency reports 1952-1960 were prepared for Mr. Bell,
Tuna Investigation.
The 1965 trawl fleet study reports were completed and transmitted to
the Bottomfish Investigation, Menlo Park.
The 1965 annual oyster reports were completed for Walt Dahlstrom,
Shellfish Investigation, Menlo Park.
A special hunter survey report was prepared for Daly Gilsenen, Game
Management, Sacramento.
Tables listing catch data were prepared for the 1966 California
Abstract.
A table showing pounds and value of fish landings and shipments into
Ventura, Los Angeles and Orange Counties (1948 through 1964) was
prepared for Mre V. Mellquist, Battelle Memorial Institute, Los
Angeles.
The Statistical Report of Fresh, Canned, Cured and Manufactured
Fishery Products for 1965, Circular No. 40, was received from the
printer. Distribution to the public a.ud Fish and Game _offices ·of this
~timely'publication has been delayed due to lack of postage funds.
The shrimp permittee lists were distributed June 1.
The May "delinquent letters U were sent to partyboat skippers who have
not sent in logs.
Work in Progress:
Editing of the May fish receipts is nearing completion and work has
begun on the June cannery receipts and partyboat logs.
Work continues on historical figures for principal species.
Field:
The new Field Representative spent the first week reviewing the clerical
aspects of Fish and Game Biostatistics work. Three of the major aspects
included licensing, fish receipts and processors reports.
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The Field Representative, accompanied by personnel familiar with
Biostatistical field p~oblems~ made several orientation field trips.
Redondo Beach - Dave Mackett
San Diego - Ken Aasen
Terminal Island~Wilrnington - Warden Art Bryarly
Newport Beach - W~rden Ro S~ Decker
San Pedro-Los Angeles - Warden E. Ma Day
Several problems concerning fish receipts and processors reports from
dealers in the Redondo Beach to San Diego areas were resolved.
B. Technical Assistance and Biometrical Analysis
Statistical and Mathematical Analysis:
The Shrimp Project's computations on mortality rates and population
size were reviewed 0
computers:
Two runs of BGC II and six runs of FRG 701, FRI's yield isopleth program,
were run for Harold Chadwick on striped bass data.
Additional subroutines for reading the commercial and sport catch
tapes were writteno Tape dumps were obtained on. all of these tapes to
determine which reels contain format errors.
The fishing power program was run on 1965 albacore logbook datae A
multiple regression to relate these fishing powers with vessel
characteristics will be computed and compared with similar computations
from 1963 datao
11. BIOLOGICAL NOTES
Chase V
The operation CHASE (Cut Holes And Sink Em) is the Navy program for
deep water disposal of obsolete explosives in surplus shipse Several
in the CHASE series were detonated in conjunction with the Advanced
Research Projects Agency's VELA UNIFORM seismic research program
designed to improve techniques for location and detection of under-
ground and underwater explosionso CHASE V, the fifth in the series,
scheduled for May 24, 1300 PDT detonation, 65 miles west of Cape
Mendocino, was detonated on May 23 at 2248 PDT at a site 80 miles
west of Fort Braggo
Gary Smith, Seismic Warden Ed Dennett, Inspector Bernie Faist, and
Marine Biologist Tom Jow departed aboard the patrol vessel ALBACORE
from Humboldt Bay at 14·30 PDT on May 23 to observe CHASE V. The early
detonation at a location over 70 miles south of the scheduled site
precluded direct observation of the detonation as the ALBACORE arrived
on-site at 0230 on May 240 Scouting for fish upon arrival and for two
hours at daylight at the detonation site and during outbound and in-
bound cruise tracks was unproductive. The ALBACORE concluded the
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CHASE V cruise upon arrival in Humboldt Bay at 1730 on May 24.
The trawler, EMPIRE II, caught another sleeper shark, Somniosus
pacificus, off Trinidad in 140 fathoms during the first of the
month. The skipper estimated the length at 18 feet, a new California
size record. UnfortunaLely, the beast was too large to be kept
aboard safely and had to be dumped overboard.
12. MISCELLANEOUS
A. Meetings, Talks and Visi:ors
June 1-2
June 3
June 8
June 10
June 14
June 14
June 14
June 15
June 16
June 16
June 21
Gotshall and Willis met with Jack Nielson, Paul Reed,
Jack Robinson, and Walley DeBen of the Oregon Fish
Commission to discuss crab and shrimp problems.
Baxter attended a meeting on anchovy regulations in
Sacramento.
Marine Research Committee meeting was held at the
Fishermen's Coop. Building in San Pedro. Those
attending from CF&G were: Roedel, Baxter, Leighton,
Messersmith and Laura Richardson; from Sacramento:
Radovich and Rossman; from Region 5, Kaneen.
Kimura and Hatton, U.S. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries,
La Jolla, met with Blunt to discuss scale reading,
sampling and fisheries of Baja California.
Mrs. Ruth Landau, Marine Biologist from Israel discussed
fishery problems at CSFL.
D. Roosevelt of Eriez Magnetics met with Messersmith to
discuss installation of magnets for anchovy tag
recoveries.
Bob Bell and Herb Frey attended a meeting in San Diego
concerning quotas on the yellowfin tuna fishery.
Mr. Ben-Yami, a fishing gear technologist from Israel,
visited with tuna project personnel.
Clemens talked to 150 members of the Long Beach Tuna
Club about the influence of sea temperatures on albacore
migrations.
Clemens talked to 200 members of the Long Beach Yacht
Club about the influence of sea temperatures on albaco~e
migrations, and Herb Frey showed pictures and discussed
intertidal animals of central California.
Gotshall and Smith attended Humboldt County Fish and
Game Advisory Committee Meeting.
June 21
June 22
June 22-24
June 25
June 28
June 28
June 29
June 28-30
June 29
June 30
B. Personnel
June 1
June 1
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Abramson met with Professor Ray Jersen of UCLA and
Jim Messersmith on anchovy sampling problemse
Carlisle discussed progress and results of the red
tide research project with Dick Eppley of I.M.R.
Scripps at La Jolla.
Aplin met with staff of the Sacramento Office to
prepare recommendations for San Francisco Bay planning.
D~ Gotshall and T. Jow attended the Fish and Game
Commission in San Francisco,
Gotshall was guest on Eureka TV outdoor program to
discuss northern California rock and shore fishing.
Carlisle met with local Sierra Club members to discuss
the possible disposal at sea of wrecked car bodies on
the Palos Verdes coast, and a proposal for a marine
preserve along Palos Verdes, Redondo Beach.
Aplin spoke to the Peninsula Aquarium Society and
showed the moving picture "Fish in the Sea." Twenty-
eight members were presentc
Tom Jow attended the International Trawl Technical
Sub-Committee, Portland, Oregon.
Warden Michael Macias, Los Angeles, was in the unit
for cross function training.
Abramson attended a meeting of the Southern California
Chapter of the American Statistical Association.
Kenneth C. Wilson, appointed Aquatic Biologist I,
Biostatistics~ Terminal Island.
John Mo DuffY, appointed Aquatic Biologist I, Pelagic
Fish Investigations, Terminal Islando
Evelyn Perrine, appointed Intermediate Stenographer,
Library, Terminal Island, effective April, 196·6-.·
E. C. Greenhood
Act:Lng Manager
MRO!TI
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